Projects on Latin America and the Caribbean

Delphine Clatanoff, “How do the public healthcare systems of Chile and the USA differ, and how do the differences impact health outcomes and user behavior?”

Regina Sosa Valdovinos, “What impact does innovative entrepreneurship, and the subsequent U.S. foreign investments, have on economic growth in Latin America?”

Shanice Gitau, “How is China creating new markets for Chinese manufactured goods in Latin America to integrate the region into its Belt & Road Initiative? How do Peru and Brazil exemplify these strategies?”
Projects on the Middle East and North Africa

Karuna Lakhiani “Is the International Criminal Court (ICC) effective as an independent judicial institution considering its significant focus on targeting African nations—specifically the Kenyatta and Ruto/Sang Trials—while it rarely, if at all, intervenes in European affairs?”

Laila Michel, “Do the psychological aspects of a nation impact its international development? More specifically, does a country’s displacement towards individualism or collectivism correlate with an orientation towards socialism or capitalism?”

Enya Eettickal, “What factors have perpetuated the cycle of tension between Muslims, Jews, and Christians in the time periods of the ancient world and medieval era in this region? How have these tensions evolved as time has progressed?”

Mariana Valdez-Punales, “When examining methods of environmental community efforts and environmental governance, what are the strengths and weaknesses of each? Of these approaches, which tend to be most effective, both in the short and long term?”
Projects on Asia

Dane Mizuno, “How has US post-WWII protection of Japan undermined Japanese national security?”

Sophie Taus, “To what extent do Singapore’s planned civic spaces in the Marina Bay area promote social cohesion?”

Tonya Yarichevskaya, “How have the conflicts in Syria and Ukraine impacted migration policies in European countries bordering the Mediterranean, specifically France?”

Adela Duewel, “International Insurance Law”
Projects on Europe

Anna Cormier, “How do the socio-economic backgrounds of Prague, Czech Republic, and Cleveland, United States, change theater arts education for young people?

Tristan Douglas, “In what ways will the Russian war in Ukraine influence further European Union integration and cooperation? If it were to occur, would this integration be beneficial or detrimental to the future prospects of the European Union?

Joey Gonzalez, “ How will the Russian invasion of Ukraine and the shared cultural history of the region affect the norms of security and diplomacy, specifically the international community’s anti-invasion approach adopted following the Second World War?”

Jacob Potter, “How do North Atlantic governments, the European Union and United States, precipitate and persecute the ongoing migrant crisis through environmental exploitation?